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ArieGuard is the first global Digital Investment Banking

Platform that provides UBER-like interface for 

connecting business owners, investors, and the best 

investment banking professionals for making M&A and 

fundraising deals in a more efficient way

Business 
Owners

Investors

Investment 
Bankers

What is ?
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Bringing joy and sense of purpose to professional life of investment bankers 

Making the investment banking industry a happy field to work in

Our Mission

Providing clients with the best investment banking services
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M&A Advisors

There are 100,000 M&A advisors by our 

estimation with more than a half of them 

from the US.

Addressable 
Fee Pool

The M&A advisory fee range is 2-

10% of the deal value

Target Share

Our goal is to attract 5% of all M&A 

advisors on ArieGuard’s platform by 

the end of 2023.

Addressable
Deal Value

At an early stage, we target the small 

and medium business with a deal value 

$2-50 million
$190 bln

$10.8 bln 5%

100,000

Addressable Market
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High-level 

professionals want to 

choose how much 

and when to work to 

keep work/life 

balance.

The M&A industry 

doesn’t provide this 

opportunity yet.

ArieGuard does.

Zoom-located 

businessThe pandemic has 

accelerated the shift to 

remote jobs. Almost all 

companies offer 

employees an opportunity 

to work from home.

Deals are being made in 

Zoom, using virtual data 

rooms. That'll be an 

industry standard soon.

Perfect Timing

Zoom-located businessRise of a gig-economy
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Slow and complicated processes, 

inefficiently high cost, low margin

It still operates the same way as at 

the time when it was invented 

Digitalization hasn’t even started yet 

Choice of deals is limited by a 

network of a founder / investor / 

investment bankA lot of boring manual work 

It’s time to disrupt M&A Industry 
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ArieGuard works even with early-stage startups with $0 

valuation and customers from unrecognised industries 

like CBD/cannabis, etc

ArieGuard is global, which means a 

worldwide professional network, access 

to a vast investor base

M&A boutiques have a limited investor network, 

which means little competition for a project, not 

necessarily the best deal for a business owner.

ArieGuard brings the best team to each 

deal leveraging its global network
Single firm expertise is narrow and not always fit 

specific needs of a business owner.

Major investment banks work only on 

$100+ mln M&A deals.

Disrupting M&A for Business Owners

Business Owners
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Process automation, AI analysis, digital marketing. 

Opportunity to work remotely / part-time, do fewer 

routine tasks, focus on delivering results

Fair and transparent success fee split
Income is not transparent, depends on 

the closed deals, unpredictable

Global network brings exceptional deal 

opportunities to choose from

Deal opportunities are limited by 

the firm’s directory

Burnout / work-life disbalance, “monkey 

job”, 16+ hours working day

Disrupting M&A for Investment Bankers

Investment Bankers
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ArieGuard global platform provides a full view to the 

market: thousands of potential investment targets 

classified by industry, financial parameters, etc

ArieGuard provides a mobile application with analytical 

tools that withdraw open data and give tips to support 

investment decisions

No fast way to collect data and analyze a 

company as a potential investment

The choice of assets to invest in is very limited by own 

network and sources (insiders, media, etc)

Disrupting M&A for Investors

Investors
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2021

Deal Value: $0.2+ bln

Net Fees: $3+ mln

Partners: 10+

2022

Deal Value: $0.5+ bln

Net Fees: $10+ mln

Partners: 50+

2026

Deal Value: $10+ bln

Net Fees: $200+ mln

Partners: 500+

2030

Deal Value: $100+ bln

Net Fees: $1000+ mln

Partners: 5000+

VDR in operation

Digital Platform features in 

test mode

VDR in operation

Digital Platform and mobile 

application in operation

Product Roadmap
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AI-driven automatic valuation tool: no 
more nights spent by junior bankers 
manually evaluating the companies

Virtual Data Rooms

Data protection and presentation 
solutions: no more billion-worth sensitive 
information sent in pdf in emails

Digital Platform Features
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Ratings of business owners, brokers, 
investors allow to be sure that you work 
only with the best and reliable partners

ArieGuard provides an advanced 
search engine for investors to find 

potential target companies by many 
searchable parameters

Automated analytical tools for investors 
to evaluate potential targets

Mobile Application Features
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Anthony Walker

English solicitor, investor and entrepreneur

Ranked in Chambers & Partners for High-end Corporate 

M&A in Russia since 2014. 

Mentioned in Legal 500 Russian M&A as ‘dedicated, 

diligent and very driven on client service. 

Ranked by Best Lawyers for "Corporate advice in Russia" 

since 2013.

Worked on a significant number of transactions involving  

both major Russian and global companies.

Vladimir Seleznev

co-founder and CEO co-founder

Had a passion for the economics since an early age. 

Won a country-wide competition in the economics being a 

high-school student.

Started his career in a junior position at PWC. 

In a few years, went up to an associate level in the leading 

investment banks.

Worked on multimillion-dollars transactions and major 

M&A deals and IPOs.

Our Team

They both realized how inefficient the investment banking industry is. That’s 
why the duo chose a mission to disrupt it and make it a better field to work 
in by building a digital platform and tools which make the job of investment 

bankers easier
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Wyoming 20+

$1.2 mln 20+

10+Pre-seed

Funding by 
Owners

Funding 
Stage

Headquarters

Employees

Partners on 
the Platform

Years of experience in 
investment banking

Fact Sheet
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Thank You
Stay connected with us

ARIEGUARD Inc 30 
N GOULD ST STE R 

SHERIDAN, WY 
82801

+1 (646) 583-0234dblium@arieguard.com


